Submissions instructions for PLOS Biology, PLOS Medicine & PLOS Sustainability and Transformation

**PLOS Medicine, PLOS Biology, PLOS Sustainability and Transformation**

1. Login as an author.
2. Complete your submission.
3. You will see a “Fee Quote” page summarizing what you will pay if accepted.
4. At time of acceptance, author will be prompted via the RightsLink platform to complete his acceptance.
5. The library will receive an “APC support” request to approve.

**Publication Fees**

PLOS offsets publication expenses – including the cost of peer review management, journal production, and online hosting and archiving – by charging a publication fee to authors, institutions or funders for each published article.

Publication fees vary by journal and are payable upon article acceptance. Fees are subject to change and charged at the applicable rates effective on your submission date.

Papers submitted to PLOS for inclusion in a Partnered Collection incur a surcharge.

If you indicated in the Additional Information section of your initial submission form that you are eligible for Fee Assistance, please choose ‘Yes’ below.

Interstitial “Quote” page that’s generated during submission. Authors take no action until their papers are accepted.